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Spatial relations in a topographic information system 

At present, distinguishing of spatial relations and their description is one of important 
objectives of investigations related to Geographic Information Systems. In this paper, attention has 
been focused on topological relations, which are important for a topographic information system, 
implemented in the two-dimensional space. Four types of spatial objects have been considered: 
a point, a line, and area and an area with and enclave. Each of the objects has the determined 
structure, which influences generation of relations between those objects. 42 two-element (binary) 
elementary relations and 36 complex relations have been specified. Elementary relations are 
indivisible and they create a minimum set, which may be the base for complex relations, required 
for a topographical database. Descriptive and graphical determination has been assigned to each 
spatial relation. 

INTRODUCTION 

In Geographic Information Systems, and in particular, in topographic information 
systems, relations between object attributes and relations concerning mutual location of at 
least two objects in the geographic space, are distinguished. Spatial relations may be 
considered in two aspects. The first aspect concerns metric relations between objects in the 
geographic space. The second aspect, which is derivative from the first one, concerns 
topological relations between representations of objects in the database. Topological 
relations are resistant to stretching, scaling and rotating. They are idealisation of metric 
relations based on calculations performed using the co-ordinates [14], (Fig. 1). 

Within the last two decades increased interest of researchers in relations between spatial 
objects and in their implementation in commercial spatial information systems has been 
observed. Analyses and queries in spatial databases are based on relations, which occur 
between objects in the geographic space [8]. ,,The incorporation of spatial relations over 
geometric domains into a spatial query language has been identified as an essential 
extension beyond the power of traditional query languages" [7, 17]. Some experimental 
spatial query languages support queries with one or the other spatial relationship (Table l); 
however, their diversity, semantics, completeness vary dramatically [4, 2]. 
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Fig. I. Examples of metric ( a) and topological (b) relations 

T ab I e I. Terms proposed or used for spatial relationships in query languages [6] 

Authors Spatial relationship 

J. Freeman (9) 

ATLAS (20) 

MAPQUERY (8) 

KBGIS (18) 

KGIS [13) 

PSQL [17) 

SQL extension [12) 

Spatial SQL [4) 

Geo-Relational Algebra [II) 

left, of, right, of, beside, above, below, near, far, touching, between, 
inside, outside 

area adjacency, line adjacency, boundary relationship, containment, 
distance, direction 

on, adjacent, within 

containment, subset, neighbourhood, near, far, north, south, east, west 

distance, overlay, adjacent, overlap 

covering, covering by, overlapping, disjoint, nearest, furthest, within, 
outside, on perimeter 

adjacent, contains, contains point, enclosed by, intersect, near, self 
intersect 

disjoint, equal meet, overlap, concur, common bounds 

equal, not equal, inside, outside, intersect 
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At present, distinguishing of spatial relations and their description is one of important 
objectives related with Geographic Information Systems [1, 9]. Probably, it will be difficult 
to distinguish one set of relations, which meet the needs of all possible Geographic 
Information Systems. In this paper, attention has been focused on relations important for the 
topographic information system implemented in the two-dimensional space. 

1. Methods of defining spatial relations 

Several methods of defining spatial relations exist. One of the first models, developed 
by Egenhofer and Franzosa [5], called the 4-intersection model, concerns relations between 
two areas. The authors assumed that the area A consists of the boundary dA, the interior A 0 

and the exterior A, (Fig. 2). 

A0 aA A 

vD D 
interior boundary 

Fig. 2. The interior and boundary of an area according Egenhofer, Fransoza [5] 

Topological relations between two areas are defined basing on a two-dimensional matrix: 

(
JA n dB dA nB0

) 

R(A,B) = A0ndB A0nB0 
(1) 

where: A0 
- interior, dA - boundary, A - exterior. 

8 relations have been distinguished in that model (Table 2). 
The 4-intersection mode were developed by Egenhofer, Mark and Herring [6] to the 

9-intersection model, which covers relations between areas, lines and points. In the case of 
that model, the term ,,area" is similar to the 4-intersection model (Fig. 3a). Besides, an area 
with enclaves (holes) is introduced. A region with holes is a region with a disconnected 
exterior an a disconnected boundary (Fig. 3b). Two types of lines are distinguished in 
a model: a simple line is a line with two disconnected boundaries (Fig. 3c) and a complex 
line is a line with more than two disconnected boundaries (Fig. 3d). 

The topological description of the relations between two objects can be presented 
as a 3 x 3 matrix: 

(

A0nB0 A0ndB 
R(A,B) = dA n 8° JA n dB 

A-nB0 A-nJB 
(2) 

where: A O - interior, dA - boundary, A - exterior. 
Introduction of terms: ,,a simple line" and ,,a complex line" as well as areas with 

enclaves (holes) makes it possible to generate several hundreds of spatial relations. 
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Tab Ie 2. Spatial relations in the 4-intersection model, according to Egenhofer and Franzosa [5] 

Name of relation Example dA A aa a A A a0 A0 A dB Ao A ao 
A B 

A disjoints □~ 0 0 0 0 

A equal B 
~ :;l:0 0 0 *0 

A contains B ~ 0 0 *0 *0 

A inside B ~ 0 #0 0 *0 

A covers B 
~ * 0 0 *0 *0 

A covered by B 
~ *0 *0 0 *0 

A meet B 
~ *0 0 0 0 

A overlap B ~ *0 *0 *0 *0 

* negation 0 empty set A sum of sets 

Fig. 3. A region with (a) connected and (b) disconnected boundary; and a (c) simple and (d) complex line, 
according to Egenhofer, Mark and Herring [6] 

At present, the 4-intersection and 9-intersection models are the most popular 
models of spatial relations. Independently from works headed by Egenhofer, new 
proposals of classification and formal description of spatial relations are developed. 
Gotlib [10], assuming some assumptions of the 9-intersection model, has classified 
spatial relations with consideration of demands of the topographic database. Buczkowski 
[3] has developed a model, which considers relations between points, lines, areas 
and bodies, which bases the classification of relations on a conventional division 
related to the theory of sets. 
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Fig. 4. Examples of relations between lines in the 9-intersection model. 
a, b - relations between two simple lines, c - relation between a simple and a complex line, d - relation 

between two complex lines. 

2. Names of spatial relations

One of the essential problems involving spatial relations is their terminology. The same 
relations can be given several different names. A good example of the above can be the 
,,covered - by" relation from the ,,4-intersection" model, termed and defined differently by 
different authors (Table 3). 

T ab I e 3. Different names of the same relation, according to Gotlib [ 1 OJ 

Authors 
4-intersection 

Gutting Pullar 1 Pullar 2 Wagner 
model - 

[0] covered by inside intersect overlap incident intersection 

Another example here is the DYNAMO system of the Intergraph Company, where the 
same relation between a point and a region is given four different terms: a point touches 
a region, a point intersects a region, an area contains a point and an area encloses a point 
(Fig. 5). Understandably, this does not undermine the value of the DYNAMO system, in 
which several dozens of spatial relations were implemented. 

i--:7 a) - point touches area, b) - point intersects area, 
L_J c) - area contains point, d) - area encloses point 

Fig. 5. Different names of the same relations in the DYNAMO system 

It turns out that - using the natural language, the same spatial relation may be called in 
different ways. This situation has been even more complicated, since several dozens, or 
even several hundreds of relations, are distinguished for some models. It is difficult to call 
those relations using a short logical form. Graphical notation of relations or use of special 
codes may be the solution. 
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3. Types and structures of spatial objects 

For a topographic information system, developed in a two-dimensional space, four 
types of spatial objects are considered: a point object, a line object, an area object and an 
area object with an enclave (a hole). An area with a hole it is not a typical spatial objects. It 
has been considered only with respect to demands of defining spatial relations. 

P- • L - ~ o-0 Oe-@ 
.! 

Fig. 6. Types of spatial objects: P - point object, L - line object, O - area object, Oe - area with hole object 

The structure of objects is similar to the one used in the 9-intersection model. The point 
object has only a boundary. The line object consists of an interior and boundaries. 
Boundaries of a line object are its ends. An area has an interior and a boundary. An area with 
a hole is the most complex object. It has an interior and a boundary, and, additionally, it has 
an enclave (a hole) and a boundary of an enclave (Fig. 7). 

point 

line 

area 

area with 
a hole 

exterior 
, ___:._boundary 

·-- i 

~boundary 
• ✓
~ i n ter i or 

t boundary 
<:-( --,rt--. interior ,._ ..., 

'. boundary 
~interior 
~ holes boundary 

. . .. interior hole 

point - pb 
lines boundary - lb 
lines interior - Iw 

areas boundary - ob 
areas interior - ow 

holes boundary - eb 
holes interior - ew 

exterior - z 

Fig. 7. Structures of spatial objects 

4. Classification and marking of spatial relations 

In the case of the proposed model, topological relations between four types of objects 
are considered. It has been assumed that each object may be the predecessor (the domain) as 
well as the successor (the range) of the relation. Thus, the number of relations is increased 
from nine to eighteen, but the practical use of a set of relations is simplified. It has been 
assumed that the term exterior is connected with the domain of relations only. 
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P1 - P2, L - P, o - P, Oe - P, 
L1 - L2, O - L, Oe- L, 
01 - 02, Oe- O, 

P2 - P1, p - L, p - O, P- Oe, 
L2 - L1, L - O, L - Oe, 
02- 01, O- Oe, 

Fig. 8. Types of relations between spatial objects 

The first stage of classification of spatial relations is their division according to relations of 
extensions in the theory of sets. This classification is common for all combinations between 
four types of objects (Fig. 9). 

• u• •ISJOINT OT D!SJO.. . • • 

INSIDE OVERLAP 

X disjoint with Y = X n Y = 0 
X not disjoint with Y = X n Y ct 0 

X inside Y = X c Y I\ - Y c X 
X overlap Y = - X c Y I\ - Y c X /\X n Y at 0 

where: n multiplication of sets, u sum of sets, c inclusion 
0 empty set, - negation ct differece, = equivalence 

Fig. 9. Classification related to the theory of sets of spatial relations and formal description of classes of relations, 
where: X - domain of relations, Y - range of relations 

Elementary relations, further marked with the letter e, and complex relations are 
distinguished within spatial topological relations. Elementary relations are indivisible, they 
create the minimum set, which may be the base for creation of complex relations, required 
from the point of view of the topographic database. This results from properties ofrelations, 
which when considered as sets of pairs, allow to perform all operations specified for sets, 
such as adding, multiplication, subtracting, symmetric subtracting and complementing. 
Besides those, Boolean operations, convers and relative product, specified for relations 
only, are considered for the calculus of relations. The convers of the relation R, marked as 
K1 is a relation, which always occurs between x and y, when between y and x occurs the 
relation R. The convers occurs for the set of relations presented in Fig.8. The relative 
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product of relations R and S is a relation, which always occurs between x and y, if such 
z exists, that between x and z the R relation occurs, and between z and y the S relation occurs 
[15]. The relative product is useful for defining complex relations. 
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Fig. IO. Symbolisation of spatial relations and their formal notation (description of logical symbols according 
10 Fig.9), a) topological relations, b) notation of relation in the form of diagrams, c) names of relations and their 

formal description 

Each spatial relation has been assigned a description. The first part of this description 
points to th etype of objects, between which the relation occurs: PP (point R point), LP (line 
R point). OP (area R point), OeP (area with enclave R point), LL (line R line), OL (area 
R line), OeL (area with enclave R line), 00 (area R area). OeO (area with enclave R area) 
and a set of reverse relations. The second part of the description points whether the relation 
is disjoint - O, or not - l. If the relation ids disjoint there is no sense to continue the division. 
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If, however, we consider the relation which is not disjoint, then we deal with relations of: 
inclusion - 1, or crossing - 2. The last part of the description, e.g.: 01,02, ... 12 settles 
relations, which belong to various classes (Fig. 13 - 18). Therefore each spatial relation has 
its descriptive meaning, e.g.: OL-1-2-05, OeO-1-2-01, LL-l-l-05 (Fig.10 c). Another way 
to determine the relation is a diagram, which presents relations, which occur between 
components of various types of spatial objects Fig. 10 b). 

42 elementary relations and 36 complex relations have been distinguished in 
the proposed model. Fig.11 presents rules of development of those relations. Much 
more complex relations may be created, but it has been considered that 78 relations 
is sufficient for modelling relations between spatial objects in the topographic database. 

elementary relations 

OL-1-1-01 OL-1-1-01 

complex 
relation 

OL-1-1-04 

where: 01 - 02 - O, P2 = P4 C ow, P1 :;t: p3 Cob 

elementary relations complex 
relation 

o 
I I 

OL-1-1-01 OL-1-1-02 OL-1-2-04 

where: 01 - 02 - O, P1 = p3 C ob, P2 Cow, p4 Cz 

Fig. 11. Rules of creating complex relations basing on elementary relations (description of logical 
symbols according to Fig. 9) 

The next six figures (Fig. 13, ... , Fig.18) present all spatial relations, which have been 
developed. Descriptive notation and a diagram, which shows relations occurring between 
components of various types of spatial objects, are related to each relation. Relations have 
double description: e.g. OL-1-1-04, LO-1-1-04. This means that for the first relation, the area is 
the domain and the line is the range; in the case of the second relation, the domain is the lien, and 
the range is the area. On the diagram, the first relation is described by the area delineated by 
a grey continuous line, and the second relation is described by the area delineated by the grey 
dotted line. Double description of a relation is useful in the case of defining complex relations. 

gq:3f~<=L0-11-04 
~ 

OL-1-1-04 

Fig. 12. Description of two adverse relations on a diagram of relations 
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Fig, 13, Elementary relations between: a point - a point, a line - a point, an area - a point, an area with an 
enclave - a point (a letter e means, that all relations are elementary relations) 
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Fig. 14. Relations between: a line - a line (elementary relation are marked by a letter e) 
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Fig. 15. Relations between: an area - a line (elementary relations are marked by a letter e) 
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Fig. 16. Relations between: and area - an area (elementary relations are marked by a letter e) 
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Fig. 17. Relations between: an area with an enclave - a line (elementary relations are marked by a letter e) 
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Fig. 18. Relations between: an area with an enclave - an area (elementary relations are marked by a letter e) 
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5. Examples of spatial relations in a Topographic lnfonnation System 

The developed set of spatial relations allows for determination of relations which occur 
between objects and classes of objects of the topographic database. 
Let us consider relations between class of objects, which create the land cover. Objects of 
that class mutually remain in a ,,neighbourhood" relation and they continuously cover the 
entire area. At the second classification level, in the land cover class, the following elements 
are distinguished: lands under waters, built-up areas, areas covered with trees, areas 
covered with bushes, areas of low vegetation, permanent arable areas, transportation areas, 
open areas (no vegetation). Four binary relations occur between those classes: 00-0, 
00-1-2-01, OeO-1-2-01, OeO-1-2-03 (Fig. 19). Those relations also occur at the lower 
classification level. 

□~ 
00-0 00-1-2-01 OeO-1-2-01 OeO-1-2-03 

Fig. 19. Types of spatial relations between land cover classes 

The class land use complexes has been distinguished in the topographic information 
system. At the second classification level this class includes: industrial and economic 
complexes, commercial and service complexes, sporting and recreation complexes, social 
and cultural complexes, other land use complexes. Similarly to the land cover issue, this 
class includes surface objects. Only two relations: 00-0, 00-1-2-01 may occur between 
land cover classes (Fig. 20). 

00-1-2-01 00-1-2-02 

Fig. 20. Types of relations between land use classes 

If we consider relations occurring between the classes: land cover and land use complexes, 
it turns out that the number of such relations is much higher. In practice, all relations 
described in Figures 16 and 18 may occur. 
If the considered set of topographic objects is not too big, each two-term relation in that set 
may be described in the table of relations (Table 4 ). 
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T ab I e 4. Table or binary relations 

Section of a river axis 
Section of a hardened 

Surface waters flowing 
road axis 

Section of a river axis LL-1-2-01 

Section of a hardended LL-1-2-02 LL-1-2-01 
road axis 

Surface waters flowing OL-1-1-04 OL-1-1-04 00-1-2-01 
OeL-1-2-09 
OeL-1-2-13 

CONCLUSIONS 

At present, distinguishing of spatial relations and their description is one of important 
objectives of investigations related to Geographic Information Systems. Probably, it will be 
difficult to distinguish one set of relations, which meet demands of all possible Geographic 
Information Systems. In the paper attention has been focused on relations, which are 
important for a topographic information system, which is implemented in the two 
dimensional space. 

The model developed allows for determination of every two-term relation, which 
occurs between objects and object classes of the topographic database. The proposed 
solution has been based on topological elementary relations, which are indivisible and 
which create the minimum set, which was the base for creation of complex relations, 
required for the topographic database. Each relation has its own descriptive and graphical 
notation - in the form of a diagram. 

An arbitrary number of complex relations may be developed in the proposed model. 
This model is a model open for other types of relations, which are seldom considered. It has 
been planned to expand the model with relations in a three-dimensional space, with 
temporal relations, as well as relations concerning scattered files. 
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Krzysztof Buczkowski

Relacje przestrzenne w systemie informacji topograficznej 

Streszczenie

W systemach informacji geograficznej, w tym w systemie informacji topograficznej wyróżnia się relacje
zachodzące między atrybutami obiektów oraz relacje dotyczące wzajemnego położenia przynajmniej dwu
obiektów w przestrzeni geograficznej. Relacje przestrzenne moża rozpatrywać w dwu aspektach. Pierwszy z nich
to relacje metryczne zachodzące między obiektami w przestrzeni geograficznej. Drugi, pochodny względem
pierwszego, to relacje typologiczne zachodzące między reprezentacjami obiektów w bazie danych. Relacje
typologiczne są odporne na rozciąganie, skalowanie i rotacje. Są one idealizacją relacji metrycznych opartych na
obliczeniach dokonywanych na współrzędnych.

Wydzielenie relacji przestrzennych i ich opis jest obecnie jednym z ważnych celów badań związanych
z systemami informacji geograficznej. W pracy skupiono uwagę na relacjach typologicznych istotnych dla
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systemu informacji topograficznej realizowanwego w przestrzeni dwuwymiarowej. Rozpatruje się cztery rodzaje
obiektów przestrzennych: punkt, linia, obszar oraz obszar z enklawą. Każdy z obiektów ma określoną strukturę,
istotną dla utworzenia relacji między nimi. Wyróżniono 42 dwuczłonowych (binarnych) relacji elementarnych
i 36 relacji złożonych. Relacje elementarne są niepodzielne i stanowią minimalny zbiór na podstawie, którego
można tworzyć potrzebne z punktu widzenia bazy danych topograficznych relacje złożone. Z każdą relacją
przestrzenną związano jej oznaczenie opisowe i graficzne.

W proponowanym modelu można utworzyć dowolną liczbę relacji złożonych. Model jest otwarty na inne,
niezbyt często rozpatrywane rodzaje relacji. Planuje się aby rozszerzyć model o relacje w przestrzeni
trójwymiarowej, relacje temporalne a także relacje dotyczące zbiorów rozmytych.

Kuuaumotp Eyuxoecxu 

Ilpocrpa11CTBe11111,1e penauun B CHCTeMe ronorpaqnrsecxoa HH<j>OpM3UIIII 

Pe310Me

8 CHCTeMax reorparpmecxoa 1111¢opMau1111, B TOM 'IIICJle B CIICTeMe ronorpadmxecxoa 1111¢opMau1111,
paarnrsaiorcs penauaa, npo11CXOJUIU.tlle MelKlly aTp116yTaMII o6beKTOB H periauaa, KaCal01UlleCH
B3allMHOro nonoxeuaa, no KpaiineH Mepe, nsyx 06beKTOB B reorpaqnrsecxor« npocrpancr se.
Ilpocrpaucrueunue periauna MOlKHO paccr-rarpasa'n. B nsyx acnexrax. Ilepauf 113 HHX :no MeTpH'leCKHe
penauaa, npoacxonaunre MelKlly 06beKTaMII B reorpadnorecxcv npocrpaucr ae. BTOpOH, np0113B0.UHblH
OTH0CIITeJlbHO nepsoro, )TO ronononrsecxae pensuna, npoacxonsunre MelKlly npencraanenaasaa
o6beKTOB B óaae nanuux. Tononoravecxae pensuau aanxicrca ycTOH'IIIBblMH K pacrxxenmo
(pacrxxxe), rparryapoaamno li poTaUIIH. 01111 aBJllllOTC.!I aneanasauaef MeTpH'!eCKIIX pensunti,
0CHOBaHHblX ua ssrxacnennsx npOBO.UIIMLIX Ha K0Op.UHHaTax.

81,1,uene1111e npocrpancrnenuux penauaś li HX 0TIIICb aanaerca B 11aCT0ll1Uee apevia O,UHOH 113 BalKHLIX
ueneź 11ccne,uoaa111111H, CBll3aHHblX C CHCTeMaMII reorpaqnorecxoa 1111¢opMau1111. 8 paócre
cocpenoroxeuo BHIIMa1111e na rononornxecxax perrauaax, cyurecrsennux nns CIICTeMbl
ronorparpaxecxoa 1111¢opMau1111, peanH30BaHHOH B .UByxMepHOM rtpocrpaacrse. Paccraarpaaarorca
xerupe B11,Ua npocrpaHCTBeHHLIX 06beKTOB: TO'IKa, JlllHllll, npocrpancrao (nnouiarn.) li npocrpancrno
c 3HKnaBOM. KalKllblH 113 o6beKTOB 11MeeT onpeneneuayio CTPYKTYPY, cymecrsexnyro nns coaaauaa
pensuaa MelKlly HIIMII. Buneneuo 42 61111ap111,1e aner-reurapasie pensua li 36 CJl0lKHblX perrauań.
3neMeHTapHble nen.!IUIIII 1-1e.uen11MLI II COCTaBJllllOT MIIHIIMaJlbHOe MHO)l(eCTBO, ua OCHOBe xoroporo
MO)l(HO C03.U3BaTb HYlKHble, c TO'IKII 3pe1111ll 6a3bl ronorpaqnrxecxox nauuux, cnoscaue perrsuan.
C KalKllOH npocrpaacrsennoa pe.nauueił CB.!13auo ee orurcarenuaoe II rpadnrsecsoe o6311a'-!e1-111e.


